Molecular Multistate Systems Formed in Two-Dimensional Porous Networks on Ag(111)
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ABSTRACT: Host−guest interactions in porous supramolecular structures have been studied on surfaces using scanning tunneling microscopy, with anticipation of biochemical and sensor applications, but limited to cases of van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds. Here, we studied the intermolecular structures of 4,4″-dibromo-p-terphenyl molecules self-caged in porous supramolecular structures with halogen bonds on Ag(111). The caged molecules hopped among six different configurations at higher than 50 K, showing a propeller-like pattern. At 30 K, they stayed at one of six states that were stabilized with Br···Br halogen bonds and Br···H hydrogen bonds with energy gains of 225, 197, and 163 meV, as revealed by our density functional theory calculations. The self-caged structure provides a model system to simulate multistate supramolecular memories.

Supramolecular porous structures have been actively studied due to their possible applications in biochemical devices.1,2 They are fabricated by self-assembly processes that are driven by molecule−molecule interactions. The forms of various two-dimensional (2d) porous structures have been revealed on crystal surfaces using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).3−10 The two-dimensional porous structures were used as molecular templates (host) to confine the second molecules (guest) in their periodic voids, and the interactions between host−guest molecules were examined due to their potential applications in conformational switching and chemical sensing.11−14 C60 molecules were trapped in the hexagonal voids made by perylene tetracarboxylic diimide and melamine on Ag/Si(111).11 Phthalocyanine or coronene molecules were placed into the tetragonal voids of 1,3,5-tris(10-carboxydecyloxy)benzene on a graphite surface.12 Porphyrin molecules have been nested on top of voids of 3,5-di(tert-butyl)phenyl in six equivalent directions on Cu(111).13 Sexiphenyl-based long molecules were self-caged into honeycomb voids on Ag(111).14 The rotation of a guest molecule has been observed in the porphyrin system, and switching between two rotational states has been observed in the sexiphenyl-based system.13,14 In these examples, the binding mechanisms between host and guest molecules were limited to van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds.

In this study, we report on the host−guest interactions in the self-caging system of 4,4″-dibromo-p-terphenyl (DBTP) molecules, with halogen bonds on Ag(111) using STM. A rod-like DBTP molecule was caged in a hexagonal void and hopped among six stable configurations showing propeller-like patterns in the STM images above 50 K. The six configurations were stabilized by two interactions, Br···Br halogen bonds and Br···H hydrogen bonds.15−24

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows the DBTP molecule structure of three phenyl rings and two Br terminations. The molecules had large enough surface diffusivity to form self-assembled network structures when DBTP was deposited at 150 K. After deposition, the sample was cooled to 80 K to perform the STM measurement, and a typical STM image obtained from DBTP on Ag(111) is shown in Figure 1b. The DBTP molecules formed porous two-dimensional structures consisting of alternating rows of rectangles and hexagons, which covered ~70% of the surface. The hexagon had two 90° angles and four 135° angles. The 90° angles formed when four molecules make a quartet node, whereas the 135° angles formed when three molecules make a triple node. Each node possessed chirality. Namely, quartet nodes were clockwise, whereas triple nodes were anticlockwise in Figure 1. The mirror structures in Figure 1 made of anticlockwise quartet and clockwise triple nodes were also
observed in our sample (see Figure 1S, Supporting Information). In Figure 1c, the inner parts of hexagons were fuzzily or noisily imaged, whereas those of rectangles were clearly imaged with no fuzziness. This behavior is explained by the scenario that a DBTP molecule is encaged in a hexagonal void and keeps moving due to thermal excitation. Rectangles may not have large enough voids (3.5 nm²) to encage a DBTP molecule compared to hexagons (8.4 nm²). When the structure of a hexagon was accidently disrupted by a STM tip, the caged molecule stopped moving and was identified in the subsequent STM image in Figure 1d.

Instead of fuzziness, we sometimes observed a regular propeller-like pattern in the hexagonal voids, as shown in Figure 2a. The propeller comprised four blades, suggesting that a caged DBTP molecule hopped around four stable adsorption configurations permitted by the hexagon structure. We propose four different adsorption configurations, C1–C4, as they were superimposed over the propeller-like patterns of the STM images in Figure 2b. (Similar modeling is shown in Figure 1S, Supporting Information, and Figure 6b). We confirmed that the hexagon structures formed without a caged molecule and that there was no noticeable difference between hexagons with and without a caged molecule. Therefore, molecules that arrive at the surface after forming the hexagon structures must be unencaged. The structures of a hexagon and a caged molecule were superimposed with simplified electrostatic potential distributions in Figure 3 to identify possible intermolecular bonds.24 Br atoms have both positive and negative potential regions with cylindrical symmetry about the covalent bond axis, providing the origin of halogen bonds.19,24 When there is no caged molecule, a hexagon is made of six DBTP molecules connected with 6 Br···Br halogen bonds and two Br···H hydrogen bonds, denoted with red and black dotted lines, respectively, in Figure 3. At a 135° angle, a Br···Br halogen bond forms, and at a 90° angle, a similar Br···Br halogen bond and an additional Br···H hydrogen bond form.24 When a DBTP molecule is caged in a hexagon, the caged molecule may adhere to an existing 135° angle at a triple node, splitting the 135° angle into 90° and 45° angles. This suggests that the caged molecule may be stabilized by forming a 90° angle, with a Br···Br and a Br···H bond as depicted with the green and blue dotted lines, respectively, in Figure 3.

We performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations to investigate the detailed arrangement of caged molecules in the hexagon structures. We realized that the four corners of 135° angles in a hexagon could be classified into two, due to the detailed symmetry of nodes. The C1 and C3 configurations in
Figure 2b formed type A corners, which had two stable configurations, A1 and A2, as shown in Figure 4. The C2 and C4 configurations in Figure 2b formed type B corners, which had one stable configuration B1, as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, we found six stable configurations for a caged molecule in the hexagon. In both the A1 and B1 configurations, a caged molecule split the 135° angle into 90° and 45° angles, as shown in Figures 4a and 5a. A caged molecule split a 135° angle into 101° and 34° angles in the A2 configuration of Figure 4c. Both the A1 and B1 configurations had three intermolecular bonds, whereas the A2 configuration had four intermolecular bonds. In the A1 configuration, the distances of Br···Br and two Br···Hs were 0.38, 0.29, and 0.34 nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 4b. In the B1 configuration, the distances of Br···Br and two Br···H were 0.37, 0.30, and 0.31 nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 5b. In the A2 configuration, the distances of Br···Br and three Br···Hs were 0.34, 0.27, 0.34, and 0.30 nm, respectively. Because these distances were similar to the sum of van der Waals radii for a Br···Br (0.38 nm) and a Br···H (0.31 nm), a Br···Br halogen bond and two Br···H hydrogen bonds were the real entities stabilizing the caged molecules. The additional energy gain produced by the interaction between a hexagon structure and a caged molecule was extracted by comparing the total energies of a hexagon structure with and without a caged molecule. The additional energy gains were 197, 225, and 163 meV for the A1, A2, and B1 configurations, respectively, showing reasonable agreement with the estimated bond energies of Br···Br (60 meV) and Br···H (70 meV). Therefore, the results clearly show that a caged molecule was stabilized with Br···Br halogen bonds and Br···H hydrogen bonds. We found another stable structure at the type B corner, as described in Supporting Information. This structure did not match our experimental results and may not form, possibly due to a substrate or kinetic effect.

We expected four stable configurations based on our experimental results in Figures 1 and 2. However, the DFT calculations yielded six stable configurations. Thus, we performed STM experiments at lower temperatures. At 30 K, caged molecules were fixed to one of the four 135° corners of the hexagon. Figure 6a shows two caged molecules that are fixed in the B1 configuration of the hexagon. Because of different coverage between Figures 6a and 2a, only two caged molecules are shown in Figure 6a. Caged molecules began to hop between neighboring configurations at 40 K. One caged molecule stayed fixed to the B1 configuration, whereas the other caged molecule switched between B1 and A1 configurations.
configurations (Figure 6b). Both caged molecules switch in Figure 6c. We observed that the caged molecule in the A1 configuration was fuzzy compared to the molecule at B2, suggesting that the molecule in the A1 configuration actually switched between A1 and A2 and did not stay at one of the two configurations. Caged molecules actively hopped among six stable configurations at 50 K. The STM images in Figure 7a,b clearly show that the caged molecules had six stable configurations, as schematically depicted in Figure 7b,d). It should be noted that the two hexagon structures in Figure 7a,b showed opposite chirality and that their structure could be explained by the six configurations discussed above. In Figures 6 and 7, shorter molecules were encaged in hexagons than DBAQ. They seem to be dibromobenzene (DBB) molecules, which were used in the DBAQ synthesis. They may have been unfiltered during the purification process. As the DBB molecules also have two Br ligands, they take similar binding configurations as those of DBAQ, by means of Br···Br and Br···H bonds.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We studied a self-caged molecular structure in DBTP on Ag(111) using STM. The caged molecule had six stable configurations in a hexagon structure. At higher than 50 K, the caged molecule hopped among six states to form a propeller-like pattern. The six states were stabilized with Br···Br halogen bonds and two Br···H hydrogen bonds. This system can work as a model system for a supramolecular memory array. A caged molecule can be switched from one state to another through STM manipulation techniques. However, it is challenging to induce switching between two randomly chosen states selectively.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

STM experiments were performed using a home-built STM housed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of <7 × 10⁻¹¹ Torr. An Ag(111) single crystal was cleaned by several cycles of Ne-ion sputtering and annealing at 800 K. Commercially available DBTP (Tokyo Chemical Industry, Tokyo, Japan) was thermally evaporated on the Ag(111) surface at submonolayer coverage from an alumina-coated crucible, keeping the substrate temperature at 150 K. The DBTP molecules were outgassed for several hours prior to deposition. The molecular flux was about 0.1/nm²-min. The prepared sample was transferred to the STM and cooled down to 30–80 K. An Pt–Rh alloy tip was used as the STM probe.

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

We performed first-principles density functional calculations using the VASP code. Interaction between ions and electrons was approximated by the projector-augmented wave potential. A generalized gradient approximation (with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) function was used to describe the exchange correlations between electrons. The energy cutoff for the plane wave basis was set to 500 eV. The lattice parameters and molecular geometries were very similar to those based on the PBE function. To describe nonbonding interactions between the molecules, particularly of the van der Waals type, an empirical correction scheme proposed by Grimme et al. was adopted. The energy for an isolated molecule was obtained using a 25 × 15 × 10 Å³ supercell. A simulation cell containing five DBTP molecules for porous structures and a DBTP molecule for the guest was used to describe the periodic structure. The height of the simulation box perpendicular to the molecule plane was fixed at 10 Å, whereas the lateral parameters were optimized such that the residual stress was <1 kbar. We first found the optimized configurations of the hexagonal porous structures and then introduced a guest molecule to determine the stable adsorption configurations. For initial conditions, the center of molecule was located at various sites within the area of 0.3 × 0.3 nm² and at various angles within a 60° span, around the relaxed configuration.
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Chirality of nodes and configurations. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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